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LCA is an interesting process, in which learners need to learn , how to learn. LCA is 
based on collaborating learning and learning will be more enjoyment and excitement. If 
we construct a learning community for teachers, teachers’ professional can be improved. 
Lesson study is a collaborative professional development process in which teachers 
jointly plan, observe, analyze and refine actual classroom lessons. The Lesson study 
workshops were successful because teachers gave constructive opinions to improve 
their teaching process.

Daw Joanna　　In-service Teacher Training Team Representative

From Jauary to February 2009, the in-service teacher training team monitored the 
schools of project target townships, Yankin, Hlegu, Bahan and Hmawbi. In Yankin and 
Hlegu townships, the lesson structure and teaching skills of teachers are more or less 
improved. The relationship between teacher and students, and interaction among 
students are, however, still need to be improved. So we hope they try to improve the 
RELATIONSHIPS!

Daw Kyi Kyi Swe   Mathematics Teacher’s Guide Development Team Representative

In Myanmar, CCA is essential method that can give students crucial opportunities of 
supporting each other for learning, having discussions through their own communica-
tion, gathering information and solving problems by themselves. We will implement the 
CCA method in the whole process of mathematics education by developing Teacher’s 
Guides in order to realize that intelligent students have more creative thinking, average 
students become more outstanding, and students with difficulty in learning gain more 
understandable perception.

CCA Lesson

Math discussion

Access to and quality of basic education is especially important. The strengthening 
Child Centered Approach project, with JICA assistants, represents the first programme 
addressing both access and quality. It has been started since November 2004 and it has 
planned to disseminate CCA, which attracts students to learn in an enjoyable and pleas-
ant way, to primary schools in 67 townships of Myanmar.



Workshop of Lesson Study

DAY 1:  Why do we apply Learner Centered Approach in EC?
             How do we improve our teaching? 
             What is learning community and Lesson Study? 
Day 2:   Let’s think of Lesson Study in Myanmar Style.
              Demonstration Lesson and Discussion
Day3:   Let’s make action Plan.
            “Good practice” System to share criteria of “Good”.
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Demonstration Lesson

Discussion about Demonstration Lesson

Making Action Plan

Poster Session




